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Abstract 
By simple example, This paper illustrate difference and similarities between fuzzy congregation clear set, and then 
indicate two failings in fuzzy congregation theory, the one is definition fuzzy subset by mapping, the other is subset's 
union operation by taking larger or small value, and mainly points out the error cause of fuzzy logic theory. 
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1. Introduction 
Fuzzy logic is an important part of the fuzzy theory, heavy human and giant much more resources is 
invested in theoretical research and applications of fuzzy logic. However it is a academic wrong which is 
not conducive to human. 
2. Two mistakes by L. A. Zadeh 
To illustrate the problem in a simple way, we quote some relevant parts from literature [1] and literature 
[2] . On page 2 of literature [1] there is the following definition. 
Define 1.1.1  Suppose X is the discourse domain, called mapping  
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 Determined fuzzy set
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onU , then the mapping
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AA μ called the membership function of ~ . In ~A )(xAμ ,x called the membership function of
~
, and in the formulaA 5.0)(
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=xAμ , the point x called the transition 
point of and now the point is of great fuzziness. 
~EX1: In Fig. 1 there is O, which is the center of a circle. A horizontal diameter Nok passing the center 
of the circle O, the upper semi-circle is black and labeled as blackO . We cut out the diameter Nok through 
circle O,and the remains are called black-and-red circle and labeled as O . It is composed of the   
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EX1: In Fig. 1 there is O, which is the center of a circle.  
A horizontal diameter Nok passing the center of the circle O,                          Fig. 1 
the upper semi-circle is red and called the red semi-circle and labeled as redO , while the lower semi-
circle is black and labeled as black . We cut out the diameter Nok through circle O, and the remains are 
called black-and-red circle and labeled as . It is composed of the two parts 
O
blackandredO
andredO
redO
and black , thus it can be indicated as black  = { blackO , redO }, viz., blackandred is considered as 
a single set whose elements are and . Now we discuss fuzzy and clear sets in the discourse 
domain .
O
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First of all, the problem of fuzzy subsets is discussed. 
{ OO
One may ask whether blackandredO  pertains to the red circle. The answer must be the upper semi-circle 
belongs to the red circle, while the lower semi-circle does not. Thus, we get the following mapping 
function. 
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Similarly, it may be asked if  pertains to the black circle, and the answer is the lower 
semi-circle belonging to the black circle while the upper semi-circle does not. Thus, we get 
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U , the definition domains of redμ and blackμ a
)
re the same, and so are their function values. Thus we got 
this results: 
()() redred Oxxx ==(black blackandμμ , red
c μμblack =−= 2
11 and black
c
red μμ =−= 2
11 . That is to 
say, redμ and blackμ is complemented. 
According to the theory of fuzzy sets: 
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Namely, the law of excluded middle is false. Here blackred μμ = seems to be such a one, but their 
connotations cannot be the same viewing from their backgrounds. Thus, the fuzzy set 
~
, which is used to 
express and deal with that some parts belong to while the rest does not and its membership functions are 
not uniquely inter- determined.
A
~
Aμ can be the common membership function of numerous fuzzy sets .~A
red 
N K
black
O
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In fact, there is only
~
Aμ for the definition of fuzzy sets. That is, there is only one function which is called 
as the membership function. No extra fuzzy sets can be found. Therefore, it is not necessary to prove 
that
~
Aμ  and ~ are uniquely inter-determined. The process of proving the formulae in paper[1] shows that it is wrong and even so, wrongly proven, meaningless.  
A
blackand
black
About clear sets, from the discourse domain = , the only element in 
 is ={ , }， is part of ， the black semicircle, while is part 
of , the red semicircle. With these two parts, we get the two clear subsets of 
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Δ′ . One may ask whether 
belongs to  and  or not. It is evident that some of the parts belong to while the rest does 
not. That is, there is the intrinsic feature of “fuzzy subsets.”  
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, and thus, the law of 
excluded middle is true. Therefore, this is the clear set obtained and expanded as the classic subset as the 
nature of the true law of excluded middle is preserved.  
In the subsets 
−
 and
−
 of the clear set, their membership functions are also restricted to a definition 
domainU , and their values are 1/2 in [0, 1]. Here it is evident that there is a common membership 
function in every two clear sets. 
A B
When we view Zadeh’s expressions in establishing and handling fuzzy problems at the angle of the 
clear-set theory, he was obviously influenced by G. Frege, the father of predicate logic, using a word 
Vague [German] in 1904. However, he was also influenced by the fact that the relationship between the 
subsets and their membership functions is uniquely inter-determined with the classic set theory when he 
put forward fuzzy sets; he unduly defined fuzzy sets with mapping. To make it worse, he mechanically 
employed the theory of classic sets: the membership functions of the unions and intersections should be 
equal to the maximum and the minimum. 
3. Wu Huaying problem 
On Feb. 28th, 2010, WHQ and his daughter Wu Huaying (WHY) were discussing about the concepts 
of clear and fuzzy sets, WHQ said: A circle O whose center O is black and the rest red, one may ask if 
circle O a red circle. The answer can only be that some part of the circle (except the center) belongs to the 
red circle, while the rest (the center) does not. Then, according to the fuzzy-set theories, a mapping is 
predetermined. 
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)(xBut what is redμ ? WHY answered: 1)( =xredμ should be false, as the circle is not completely red, 
and so are , even to the infinite, .
Then, the value of
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μ is not determined. In fact, the situation remains the same whether there are 
some countable or uncountable black spots. Furthermore, when the red part of the circle O is any 
immeasurable subset, it is even harder to determine the value of )(xredμ .
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4. Analysis of fuzzy logic research theory foundation 
Analyzed from the following several aspects: 
(1) A simple example above in front article shows that the similarities and differences of fuzzy sets and 
clear sets, and then points out two big fuzzy set theory mistakes. One is defined fuzzy sets by mapping, 
the other is defined the join and intersection operations by selecting the maximal and minimal values. 
(2) On page 35 of literature [4]: due to the fact that Zadeh and his followers have not seriously checked 
their deficiencies, occasional theories are resorted to in guiding the assortment of arithmetic operators in 
order to conceal their defects. Therefore, this field is confused that the old defect is not yet overcome 
when a new one comes up. The system is disordered without a unanimous scientific foundation or a clear 
idea what the correct arithmetic operators are to be used. 
(3) On page 35 of literature [4]: The complementary set of fuzzy set of L.A.Zadeh could not exist, but 
defined mistakenly the complementary set. As a result, people are misguided to think that fuzzy-set 
theories must go against the normal thoughts, logic and concepts. 
(4) On page 58 of literature [3]: This article mainly to tell people, do not like so many people working 
over 30 years of inaction research t-norm as the research to study different s-norm which would waste 
energy and time. In history, using a ruler and compass to research trisection of a angle is one of the three 
major problems, and then it is proved to be impossible. This paper proves it is also impossible for using s-
norm and t-norm to research the relation matrix synthesis formula. 
(5) On page 49 of literature [5]: Theoretically, using s-norm and t-norm to respectively replace 
of formula (5.21) and (5.22) would obtain a specific meaning of the fuzzy rule of inference 
of if…then. But this also triggered a problem: What criteria should be selected the composition of fuzzy 
complement, s-norm and t-norm? This is a important problem. From here, we can see that Pro.Wang Lixin 
who is the author of literature [5] also found the problem of fuzzy set operation. But his attitude and the 
academician are completely different. Gao Qingshi gives completely negative. And also different from the 
author of literature [5] who proved it is impracticable for the concept of s-norm and t-norm using 
powerful examples and clever method. 
(6) On page 46 of literature [5]: There are two types of fuzzy propositions: sub-fuzzy proposition and 
composite fuzzy proposition. Sub-fuzzy propositions by linking words “and”, “or” and “not” constitute 
the proposition which is called composite fuzzy proposition. Words “and”, “or” and “not” express 
respectively fuzzy conjunction, fuzzy union and fuzzy supplement. From (1) to (4), we can see that 
composite fuzzy proposition is unmeaning. 
(7) On page 57 of literature [5]: In fuzzy logic, the propositions are all expressed fuzzy propositional 
by fuzzy set (defined in Chapter 5). The ultimate goal of fuzzy logic is that fuzzy set theory as an 
important tool to provide a theoretical basis for approximate reasoning. From (1) to (6), What is sense of 
approximate reasoning which is deduced by fuzzy logic? 
Because fuzzy sets have had not set meaning, s-norm, t-norm and fuzzy supplement are no longer the 
meaning of “union”, “conjunction” and“ supplement”. But they still are incentives in fuzzy logic, 
respectively express disjunctive, conjunction and negation. Is the approximate reasoning which is deduced 
by fuzzy logic useful? 
Form (1) to (7), we can see that the error of fuzzy logic research theory foundation is using fuzzy set 
and its s-norm operator, t-norm and fuzzy complement as a starting point to build up the fuzzy 
proposition, fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. 
5. Conclusion 
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(1) This article is based on “A course in fuzzy systems & control” which is written by Pro. Wang 
Lixin, but I haven't finished reading the book and haven’t read the book, so this paper there will be very 
inappropriate place, and requesting comments from reader! And if getting the author’s advice, we would 
be very lucky! 
(2) The reason for writing this article is that reading the feedback of Mathematics Department of 2009 
national natural science foundation committee mathematical science  to Prof. Ye Hongdong, which wrote” 
the applicant has a declinational understanding of the fuzzy-set theory, though there are deficiencies in the 
theories and practices(especially in the theory). But viewing from the development in the past they were 
successful, as the school is widely accepted in the math circle as the theories are complicated. In the 
application, the applicant fails to provide convictive examples to manifest that clear-set theories are better 
than those of fuzzy sets. Therefore, it is suggested that financial support from the State is not to be 
provided.” This point is also wrote in paper [1] and paper [2]. So, this paper mainly shows that mistakes 
of fuzzy logic in theoretical aspects. 
(3) Fuzzy set, its t-norm, s-norm and fuzzy supplement theories have already become the academic 
virus in the world. This neat academic domain is disordered once it is fossilized with fuzzy control, fuzzy 
logic, fuzzy topology, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, . . . 
(4) The research products of Pro.Wang Lixin on fuzzy systems and control have had quoted more than 
1269 times by February 2003. As these products are all pseudo-scientific theories which are no theory 
value, SCI's authority is well worth considering! 
(5) Now on the way of researching the fuzzy logic, should stop and do not waste the manpower and 
resources! 
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